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2567%
The increase in the number of marketing technology vendors from 2011 until now

Source: Scott Brinker
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Many, many options

• Today’s marketing requires 
innovative technology

• Picking the right ones and 
getting them to work 
together is no picnic

• Marketers want to spend 
more time innovating and 
less time integrating
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Why marketers are quickly adopting 
new technology
Marketers are using new software platforms to improve productivity 
and marketing efficiency

This digital explosion is the prime reason why chief marketing officers 
(CMOs) and chief information officers (CTOs) are working ever more 
closely together in the corporate environment

BUT, creating this collaborative culture is a big challenge
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#IRCE1645% of CMOs said 
they wanted to 
enable staff to 

access and use data 
and content 
without IT 

intervention

49% of CIOs said 
they thought that 

marketing was 
using technologies 

without 
consideration for IT 

standards

Only one in 10 of 
marketing and IT 
leaders believed 

their collaboration 
was at the right 

level

45% of CIOs said they 
put marketing IT near 
or at the top of their 
priorities, while 64% 

of CMOs thought 
marketing IT was 

placed at the bottom 
of the CIO's priority 

list

Source: Accenture
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#IRCE16What to consider
The collaboration between marketing and IT 
is the centerpiece to having a coherent 
marketing technology strategy and how you 
deal with this landscape:

• Marketing Automation

• Cross-Channel Marketing

• Content Marketing

• Data Management

• Social Media Marketing

• Testing and Optimization
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Our Network
• Since 1999, LivingDirect, Inc. has owned and operated the LivingDirect Network of sites. 

• No matter which of our network websites you visit you will find we are dedicated to helping you 
enjoy life and live a bit better. To do this we have a number of websites dedicated to serving 
different lifestyles and interests, and each is committed to its customers from offering expertise 
to delivering a product fast. 

Our Mission
• To create joy and satisfaction by giving that little something extra and helping you live a bit better.

Our Values
• At LivingDirect we value and live "Lagniappe" - pronounced "lan-yap" - every day and in 

everything we do. It is a cajun word that, for us, means to give a little extra.

About Living Direct
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Marketing’s Distrust of IT

• Why do our sites keep going down?

• Is this data correct?

• Why can’t IT get pixels implemented 

correctly?

• Why aren’t my projects done on time?

• Why are there so many people in IT?

• What does IT even do?



#IRCE16IT’s Distrust of Marketing
• Why does Marketing need another 

pixel to slow down our site?

• How come Marketing can’t give me 

the information I need to complete 

their project.

• Why is marketing always 

complaining about us?

• If Marketing wants me to get more 

done, why don’t they help me get 

resources.



#IRCE16What problems this caused

• Wrong BI tool selection

• No one uses it because it doesn’t serve our needs

• Mistrust of Data so everyone told their own story

• Wrong Decisions were made

• No truth of record

• IT and Marketing projects took longer to get done than needed 

• Low morale and productivity 



#IRCE16How did we find success?

• Align goals

• IT standups that include Marketing.

• Getting comradery between 

Marketing and IT

• Aligning road maps

• Asking for resources together

• Better brainstorming and meetings

• Allowing Marketing to test 

technology on their own



#IRCE16Aligning goals 

• Goals Matter, Priorities Change

• Constant communication is Key

• Unified Culture, Values and Standards

• Startup Mentality

16
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The Dynamic

• Tech people need to be more marketing oriented and 
understand KPIs and what affects the business.

• Marketing people need to become more versed in 
technical language understand the limitations of their 
platform and difficulty of different tasks.

• Need to be able to work in a room together to 
brainstorm and make each other’s ideas better.
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Marketing 
people need 

to understand 
the technical 
limitations of 

their requests

Tech people 
need to be more 
marketing 
oriented and 
understand KPIs 
and what affects 
the business

The cross – knowledge challenge



#IRCE16Get out of the Office!

Spit balling over beers….
Important to get together 
outside of office.  When 
you have comradery, you 
can solve problems 
together.



#IRCE16Roadmaps

• Each make their own, and get together 

to discuss priorities

• What has the biggest ROI? What 

resources needed?

• Present to execs

• Here’s what we want to do

• Here are the resources we need

• Helps to have the business speak up 

for and support tech is priceless

CMO

CEO

CTO
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Don’t get bogged down in the process
• Let marketing start a project and see that 

it works

• Tech needs to try to not and get in the way

• As something grows into a full-on process 
then have technology take over to support 
it as a full application



#IRCE16
Need to be able to work in a room together to 
brainstorm and make each other’s ideas better



#IRCE16Brainstorming Best Practices
The best brainstormings are exciting, stimulating and fun

• Size matters

• Choose participants carefully

• Say, "Yes!" Nod… Smile… Sometimes 

applaud 

• Write down every idea 

• Go for quantity, not quality – at least 

initially

• Identify your favorite ideas
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Takeaway’s
CMO’s and CTOs need good communication, shared objectives, strong leadership 

• Align goals so success for Marketing is success for IT

• Setting Priorities Together

• Having the right data is the life blood of your business

• Allowing marketing to have the freedom test technology on their own

• Evaluate long term vendors together

• Communication/collaborating in and outside of the office

• Find a way to keep both teams updated on a daily basis
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#IRCE16So where does that leave us?

The CMO will...
• Develop a good understanding of marketing 

technology but also an understanding of what 
general systems and processes the CIO has 
running already, lessening the risk of friction 
down the line

• Evolve an educated view of how to merge 
marketing objectives with wider business 
growth

• Pursue an agenda and investment plan for 
marketing technology that has been agreed 
with the CIO

• Integrate with the Sales department's 
technology as well (but that's a different story)
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The CIO will...

• Be willing to constantly communicate when 
things are going good and bad

• Be an active participant in long term vendor 
selection

• Take the time to get to know the marketing 
team

• Spend 80% of their time building new things

• Be willing to explain and teach to the marketing 
team
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Thank you! Q&A


